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One of the oldest political tricks in the book is
to make a scapegoat of some group in order
to take attention away from the way a
government is failing to respond to the needs
and concerns of the people. The Roman
Emperor Nero blamed the Christians for the
fire that destroyed parts of Rome, and Adolf
Hitler blamed the Jews for economic woes and
unemployment in 1930’s Germany.

Closer to home, John Howard used the
Tampa, Children overboard, incident to take
people’s attention away from concern for
issues like the introduction of the GST. You’d
think people today would be wise to such
tactics, seeing them for what they are,
particularly for the destructive and unjust
harm it causes to the victimised group. Yet,
Peter Dutton manages to promote negative
ideas about refugees, calling them, “Illiterate
and innumerate,” and claiming they are
“taking Australian jobs” and “languishing in
unemployment queues” at the same time.

Oldest Trick in the Book

Peter’s Volunteering
At the end of 2017, I met with Peter
Gardiner CP regarding his volunteer work in
Sydney. For the last 18 months he decided
to get involved in volunteering work that
might involve one off events, such as the
Spirit of Anzac tour of Australia over the last
2 years, to more long term projects such as
helping out with the Exodus Foundation at
Ashfield where, for 2 days a week, Peter
works in their Soup Kitchen (Loaves and
Fishes). His work there involves helping to
prepare and serve meals.

Peter shared some of his experiences with
me, including the benefits he found by
working alongside other volunteers of all
ages and nationalities. “The benefit comes
from the fact that people who volunteer for
such work are invariably good, decent
people, who want to do something for the
community. Working alongside each other
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Now he is going after African Australians
promoting so called ‘African gang
violence.’ Again, this is just plain race-
baiting that conflates crime with
ethnicity. Whenever politicians target
migrant communities, they are attacking
the values of fairness, equality and social
inclusion at the heart of our multicultural
society.

But part of the problem rests with us.
When we are presented with such
propaganda, our instincts for survival
kick in and our fear causes us to see
enormous and immediate threats where
none exist. When we get caught up in
our emotions, our capacity to think
rationally declines by 85%. We need to
stop ourselves from jumping on the fear
and hate bandwagon and lend our voice
to demand politicians speak out against
the race-baiting attacks on multicultural
communities.

J.R.Sanchez, CP.

means that all barriers break down, and it
serves as a great reminder of the
goodness in all people.” Peter finds the
work to be a truly Gosple and Passionist
ministry, caring for the crucified of this
world. As one of Peter’s fellow volunteers
and friends, himself a Church attending
Catholic, put it, “This is the real
Eucharist.”

Most states have a volunteering office that
advertises all sorts of options for short or
long term volunteer work, from seeking
specific skills to general help. Seek.com.au
also has a section for volunteering
opportunities, if any of you are interested
in trying your hand at it. If you’d like to
look at the full blog article on Peter’s
experiences go to jpiccp.wordpress.com
for December 2017

Ray Sanchez, CP.



Let’s update you all on where the JPIC
committee is at as we begin 2018.
As mentioned in our last newsletter Kevin
Dance CP represented our committee at
the PASPAC gathering in early December
2017. All reports indicate it was a very
successful sharing of work in JPIC for the
PASPAC region. Thanks to Kevin for taking
on this responsibility on our behalf.
My inability to attend was due to the fact
that I was already committed to attending
the Australian Catholic Youth Festival
(ACYF) in Sydney. While there I met with
Peter Gardiner who filled me in on some
projects he is currently engaged in for JPIC
in Sydney, doing volunteer work for a
couple of non-profit organisations. This led
to a discussion regarding a possible
immersion experience here on home soil as
this might make this kind of experience
accessible to young adults connected with
us who could never afford an overseas
immersion experience. Peter has taken the
ball and run with it meeting with Jo

JPIC Happenings

After months of denial, the truth has finally come out. Scores of
Rohingya villagers in Myanmar have been massacred and buried
in 5 mass graves, according to an exclusive investigation by the
Associated Press news agency. The report, published on the first
of this month, includes eye witness testimony from two dozen
survivors and relatives of victims, as well as time-stamped
mobile phone footage of the aftermath of the attack.

Estimates suggest 400 members of the persecuted minority were
killed by Burmese troops. In one massacre, a group of men were
picking teams for a local football-like game called ‘chinlone’ in
the village of Gu Dar Pyin, when soldiers began firing at them.

A survivor named Noor Kadir later found six of his friends buried
in two separate mass graves. He said the bodies of the victims
were only recognizable throught he colour of their shorts. The
mass killing is believed to have taken place on August 27 and
survivors told the Associated Press that soldiers had tried to
cover up evidence of the atrocity, using acid to remove the
bodies. But the remains contained inside the shallow graves rose
to the surface after heavy rainfall and survivors were able to film
the evidence.

This raises the stakes for the international community to demand
accountability from the Myanmar government. UN special envoy

The Truth Revealed
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McDade, who runs our Passionist Youth
Retreat Team in Brisbane as well as
preparing some of our Province youth
inititatives like the ACYF. As a result, Jo is
proposing and exploring such a local
immersion volunteer experience for
December of this year and has begun a
conversation with our Province leaders
and stakeholders as to the feasability of
such a venture. The JPIC committee fully
supports this JPIC initiative.
Regarding my work for ACRATH, dates
have been made with the Glen Osmond
and Templestowe communities for Louise
Cleary CSB and I to present workshops on
forced marriage to our students. We will
be meeting with the novices, and any
other interested members of the Glen
Osmond community, on the 13th of
February, and the students attending the
English language school in Melbourne
following the Province Assembly on the 6th

of April.
The year is off to a good start.

J.R.Sanchez, CP

on human rights in Myanmar, Yanghee Lee, told
reporters that the killings and disposal of the bodies
bear all the hallmarks of a genocide.

Myanmar has previously admitted responsibility for
one mass grave containing 10 bodies in the village of
Inn Dinn. The authorities only acknowledged them
after the discovery of the mass grave in December,
claiming those who had died were ‘terrorists.’
Amnesty International described this discovery as the
‘tip of the iceberg.’

Since August 2017, more than 655,000 Rohingya
have fled Myanmar to neighbouring Bangladesh,
fleeing what the UN describes as “Textbook
Genocide.” Widely regarded as one of the most
persecuted minrities in the world, the mainly Muslim
Rohingya people, are denied citizenship by the
Burmese government, which claims they are not
native to Myanmar. Bangladesh and Myanmar have
agreed on a deal to send the Rohingya refugees back
where they will be held in holding centres, which the
Rohingya activists have called, “concentration
camps.”

J.R.Sanchez CP
.



Inflamatory and Insensitive
In December 2017 the US, under President
Donald Trump, declared that the US
recognised Jerusalem as the capital of
Israel. The world wide response was
overwhelmingly negative, as such a move
seriously enflames a complex political
situation between Israel, the Palestinian
people, and the rest of the Arab and Muslim
world. In the current world climate of the
War on Terror, such an insensitive act is
flirting with disaster.

Many Western peoples hold a perception of
Israel and Jerusalem strongly coloured by
Biblical stories about the Kingdom of David.
They consider, as a result, that Israel is the
Jewish homeland and Jerusalem its capital.
Historically, the story is much more
complex. Following the Jewish revolt against
Roman domination (132-136 CE), the
Romans returned to crush the rebellion and
exile the Jewish people from Jerusalem. The
Jewish people lived the bulk of the following

Last year witnessed some frightening sabre rattling
between US president Donald Trump and the North
Korean president Kim Jong-un. Some of their banter
appeared quite farcical, like the comments about whose
button was bigger. Yet the concern of the science
community was such that they moved the ‘Nuclear Clock,’
which serves as a metaphor for how close humanity is to
destroying the planet, forward by 30 seconds – as near as
it has ever been to the hour of the apocalypse.

There have been other worrying developments since, with
the BBC report this January that the US military has
proposed diversifying its nuclear arsenal and developing
new, smaller atomic bombs, largely to counter Russia. The
US military is concerned that Moscow sees US nuclear
weapons as too big to be used, meaning they are no
longer an effective deterrent to Russian ambitions.
Developing smaller nukes would challenge that
assumption, meaning in effect that the likelihood of their
use increases!

While the Australian government does not propose going
down the nuclear path, Malcolm Turnbull’s announcement
of a $3.8 billion fund to boost foreign sales of Australian
arms is an obscene escalating contribution to the current
political instability of our world.
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1800 years in a diaspora. Ownership of
Palestine and Jerusalem changed hands
many times between Muslims and
Europeans, during which the Palestinian
people settled and made it their home. In
order for the Jewish people to reclaim Israel
the Palestinian peoples were displaced,
leaving them exiles in the land they had
called home. It is a tragic story for both
Jews and Palestinians alike. But the wisdom
of the Nations of the world, under the
auspice of the United Nations, was to
maintain Jerusalem as an open city in order
to maintain some balance in the state of
tension between the Jews and Palestinians,
recognising that the ultimate status of
Jerusalem must be decided through
negotiations with the parties involved –
minimally Israelis and Palestinians. Trump’s
unilateral decision can only add fuel to the
fire and prevent a truly just resolution.

J.R.Sanchez CP

McArthur’s Legacy
Perhaps we need to take a lesson from Douglas
McArthur’s speech to the world, ‘Today the Guns
are Silent:’

“Men since the beginning of time have sought
peace. Various methods through the ages have
attempted to devise an international process to
prevent or settle disputes between nations. From
the very start workable methods were found
insofar as individual citizens were concerned, but
the mechanics of an instrumentality of larger
international scope have never been successful.
Military alliances, balances of power, leagues of
nations, all in turn failed, leaving the only path to
be by way of the crucible of war. We have had our
last chance. If we do not now devise some greater
and more equitable system, Armageddon will be at
our door. The problem basically is theological and
involves a spiritual recrudescence and
improvement of human character that will
synchronize with our almost matchless advances in
science, art, literature and all material and cultural
developments of the past two thousand years. It
must be of the spirit if we are to save the flesh.”

J.R.Sanchez CP



‘Africa is not poor! Africa is rich, but
we are stealing its wealth.’ That is the
essence of a report from several campaign
groups released in May of last year
entitled, “Honest Accounts 2017: How the
World Profits from Africa’s Wealth.” The
report is based on a set of new figures that
find that sub-Saharan Africa is a net
creditor to the rest of the world to the tune
of more than $41 billion.

Of course there is money going in (around
$161 Billion a year from loans, Africans
outside Africa sending money back, and
foreign aid). But there is also $203 billion
leaving the continent such as in dodged
taxes ($68 billion). Essentially multinational
corporations ‘steal’ much of this legally, by
pretending they are generating their
wealth in tax havens. Then there is the
$30 billion that these corporations
repatriate (profits they make in Africa, but
send back to their home country.

Extractivism is a short-sighted model of
development seen around the world that
exploits natural resources on a massive
scale, creating significant economic profits
for the powerful few in the short term, but
too often resulting in minimal benefits for the
communities where these resources are
found. Instead, extractive industries
contribute to serious social and
environmental consequences, including the
displacement of people from their homes and
lands, human rights abuses against workers
and local communities, air and water
contamination, and deforestation and
biodiversity loss. In many cases, they also
contribute to climate change through the
increased production of fossil fuels.
Extractive industries include:

 “Fracking” - coal and oil extraction,
and gold, copper and ore mineral
mining; and the surrounding
infrastructure including roads,
pipelines and storage facilities

 large-scale single-crop or cash-crop
plantations (i.e.-palm, soy) that do
not support or feed surrounding
communities

 Projects that take critical water

Extractivism
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There are also indirect means by which
wealth is pulled out of Africa. The report
estimates that $29 billion a year is being
stolen from Africa in illegal logging, fishing
and trade in wildlife. You could also
include $36 billion owed to Africa as a
result of damage that climate change will
cause to their societies and economies as
they are unable to use fossil fuels to
develop in the way the Europe did.

Nick Dearden, the director of UK
campaigning organization Global Justice
Now, believes that if African countries are
to benefit from foreign investment, they
must be allowed to, and even helped to,
legally regulate that investment and the
corporations that often bring it. “It is not
about making people feel guilty, but
correctly diagnosing a problem in order to
provide a solution. We are not, currently,
‘helping’ Africa. Africa is rich. Let’s stop
making it poorer.”

J. R. Sanchez, CP

sources from communities and
ecosystems, such as hydroelectric
dams and commercial water bottling
operations corporate and profit-
driven renewable energy and
climate mitigation projects carried
out at the expense of rights of
indigenous peoples and local
communities

Many religious leaders join indigenous
peoples, farmers, women, mining-affected
communities and human rights defenders in
responding to this destructive force that is
too often offered as a false solution to
grinding poverty. We need to question the
current definition of a healthy economy and
how we measure progress (Gross Domestic
Product over the common good) that is
based on outdated notions that growth is
unlimited and compatible with the
unrestrained use of natural resources. As
communities of faith we can stand in
solidarity with affected communities who are
raising their voices around the world in the
face of the social, environmental and
economic impacts of extractive industries.

J.R.Sanchez, CP .

Africa Poor?


